I. Introduction
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The purpose of this paper is to examine the effects of including GPS, SLR, and DORIS tracking data into POD orbit solutions in various combinations. The solutions generated by focusPOD are compared with external orbit solutions to verify the results obtained. These tests show that solutions incorporating GPS tracking data produce the best residuals and comparisons to the external orbit.
URRENT and future LEO missions are trending to incorporate Global Positioning System (GPS) on-board for orbit determination purposes. As a result of this trend, there are two scenarios arising: one of precise orbit determination applications and the other where the GPS tracking data is the main source of operational orbit determination with moderate accuracy. The first scenario represents a more or less manual process where the highest available accuracy is obtained, whereas the second scenario focuses mainly on operational aspects like reliability, solution stability, availability and much less on the orbit determination's performance. The relatively inexpensive implementation of an on-board GPS receiver in comparison to traditional ranging from ground stations makes this solution very attractive operationally. Also the availability of GPS constellation solutions in near real time with almost unquestionable availability (IGS rapid and ultra-rapid solutions) and very high accuracy allow for operational GPS orbit determination systems to be implemented somewhat easily. Still the trend to use GPS as the primary tracking source is slow due to the computational complexity of the telemetry decommutation and GPS data preprocessing, maintaining this GPS based solution as back-up rather than as the primary for operational orbit determination.
GMV has analyzed the different potential scenarios for orbit determination (precise and operational) in relation to the complexity of processing and operational reliability as part of a flight dynamics facility and also from the orbit determination performance point of view. These scenarios cover a range from very precise orbit determination for altimetry missions, where full rate GPS data is combined with DORIS and SLR data, to moderate accuracy where just pseudo-range and single frequency GPS combinations are considered. Different International GNSS Service (IGS) GPS products are incorporated into these scenarios to determine the degradation that is to be expected by relying on the less accurate products (IGS rapid and ultra-rapid solutions in comparison to the final orbits) when near real time applications are needed.
Different mission profiles (CHAMP and JASON-1) are investigated to determine the impact of the orbit and attitude dynamics and satellite configuration on the final orbit determination's performance. The main goal is to have a picture of the potential system capabilities for a given tracking scenario configuration that allow for the optimization of the mission design from the orbit determination point of view. The analysis also focuses on long tracking data periods to see the capabilities of the software (focusPOD) to operationally maintain the uninterrupted orbit determination process in a configuration where there is data coming from the satellite telemetry, ancillary data coming from the GPS constellation (IGS) and environmental data like solar activity and Earth orientation.
II. Perturbations and Corrections
The difference between traditional standard orbit determination and POD (precise orbit determination) is the inclusion of the higher order effects in the equations of motion of the spacecraft as well as on the processing of the raw tracking measurements. The final accuracy of the POD solution is dependent on including several high order perturbations and corrections which are not usually considered in standard operational orbit determination. These effects can be divided into three groups: gravitational perturbations, non-gravitational perturbations, and corrections. Some of the parameters defining these perturbations and corrections may need to be estimated during the POD process. The perturbations and corrections which are used in the focusPOD software are as follows:
A. Gravitational Perturbations:
1) Earth Gravitational Potential -Deviations in Earth's gravity field from the central point mass gravity field model of Earth due its non-spherical, non-homogeneous mass distribution. 2) Third Body Perturbations -Gravitational attraction to other bodies in the solar system, such as the planets, the Sun, and the Moon. 3) Solid Earth Tides -Deformation of the solid Earth due to Earth's gravitational attraction to other celestial bodies, most notably the Sun and the Moon. 4) Ocean Tides -Variation of the ocean mass distribution due to gravitational attraction to other bodies in the solar system, most notably the Sun and Moon. 5) Ocean Loading -Deformation of the solid Earth induced by the uneven distribution of the water in oceans and seas as an effect of the ocean tides. 6) General Relativity -Acceleration acting on an orbiting spacecraft due to the curvature in space-time about a heavy rotating body such as Earth. 7) Atmospheric Gravity -Gravitational attraction caused by the changing mass distribution of the atmosphere over the Earth surface.
B. Non-Gravitational Perturbations:
1) Atmospheric Forces -Effects of the atmosphere on the surface of a spacecraft dependent on the atmospheric density and the spacecraft's cross-section, mainly atmospheric drag. 2) Solar Radiation Pressure -Perturbing force due to the solar radiation on the surface of the spacecraft proportional to its cross section normal to the radiation direction. 3) Albedo and Infrared Radiation Pressure -Perturbing force due to Earth's albedo (reflected solar radiation) and infra-red radiation on the surface of the spacecraft. 4) Satellite Thrusting -Accelerations caused by the on-board system to compensate for attitude and orbit errors with respect to references. In some cases (e.g. CHAMP and GRACE) there is continuous thrusting activity to compensate the orbit decay caused by drag. 5) Empirical Accelerations -Accelerations computed as part of the orbit determination process to account for inaccuracies of the acceleration models. Only constant and one cycle pre revolution terms in the two directions in-plane and out-of-plane are considered. 
III. Tracking Data Types
One of the most important factors to generating an accurate POD solution is reliable tracking measurements. Reliable tracking data is needed to accurately determine a satellite's orbit as evidence from POD accuracy improvements made over time. Although many types of tracking are available, there are three types for tracking used for POD missions which will be considered here: 1) SLR (Satellite Laser Ranging) 2) DORIS (Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellite) 3) GPS (Global Positioning System) The ability of GPS tracking data to be used as a standalone method to produce quality orbit solutions is measured against the orbit solutions obtained by including the other tracking methods into the orbit determination solution. The sparseness of the data and cost of operations of SLR data can make it a poor choice for a primary or stand alone tracking system but since SLR uses a passive receiver on-board the spacecraft it is an ideal backup tracking system and is available on most spacecraft with POD requirements that also carry GPS receivers. The continuous nature and high volume of GPS and DORIS data make them incredibly valuable for orbit determination although DORIS is not as widely available as GPS. The continuous GPS data allows for tracking measurements without interrupts throughout the orbit and the high volume insures that a few badly conditioned measurements do not affect the final POD product. More detailed descriptions of the tracking methods discussed can be found in Tapley, et. al. 
IV. Test Cases
The test cases presented here use actual tracking data and attitude quaternions (unless otherwise noted) from the considered missions, as well as incorporate the published IGS final, rapid, and ultra rapid orbit GPS solutions. The inclusion of the different GPS orbit products is used to determine the amount of accuracy degradation to be expected from using the different rapid solutions for the GPS tracking data.
A. JASON-1
The first mission considered is JASON-1. JASON-1, a joint NASA-CNES mission, was launched on December 7, 2001. Among its mission goals was to measure the sea surface height, ocean circulation, and seasonal changes to the ocean topography. JASON-1 was initially launched into a circular 1336 km altitude 66° inclination orbit with a 10-day repeat ground track and carries on board devices for GPS, DORIS, and SLR tracking. The tracking data arcs used for JASON-1 have a five day length and are shifted such that there is a one day overlap between the two consecutive arcs. Table 1 shows the specific dates used for this test case. 
B. CHAMP
The second mission used for the test cases is the CHAllenging Mini-satellite Payload (CHAMP). The CHAMP spacecraft was launched on July 15, 2000 into an almost circular, near polar (87° inclination) orbit with an initial altitude of 454 km. CHAMP's goal was to measure Earth's gravity field, magnetic field, and ionospheric electric field within a five year lifetime although it is still in orbit as of June 2009. CHAMP is managed by GeoForschungsZentrum (GFZ) in Potsdam, Germany which supplies its official orbit solution.
Since CHAMP is at a much lower altitude than JASON-1 with a shorter period, the nominal test case arc lengths are shorter. This lower altitude also means that perturbations affecting CHAMP like atmospheric effects and gravitational variations will be stronger than on the higher altitude JASON-1 spacecraft. Additionally, unlike the JASON-1 spacecraft, CHAMP does not carry a DORIS receiver. Accordingly, the results in this section will only be for GPS and SLR tracking data combinations only. Finally, note that the fine pointing attitude mode in focusPOD is used for CHAMP in place of attitude quaternions which has an effect on the results
The results are based on two orbit determination arcs shifted by three days to create overlaps for the last day of the first arc and the first day of the second arc. This pattern will be repeated for 7 consecutive arcs from 2007/01/01-00:00:00 to 2007/01/08-00:00:00. Since CHAMP is at a much lower altitude than JASON-1 with a shorter period, the nominal test case arc lengths are shorter. 
V. Results
A. JASON-1
JASON-1 Tracking Data Subsets
The test cases for the JASON-1 POD considered first examine the effects of tracking data combinations and compare these to an external orbit solution. These tests show that solutions incorporating GPS tracking data produce the best residuals and comparisons to the external orbit. It is shown that a longer arc length does not to the accuracy of the solution but does significantly increase the processing time.
Spacecraft commonly carry multiple types of tracking receivers. Therefore it is informative to consider the cases only one or two of the on-board receivers provide reliable tracking data and thus the orbit determination be based solely on this set of measurements. Table 3 shows the fit statistics for different possible tracking data sets available for JASON-1. Since the using GPS is as the primary tracking source, not all possible combinations have been included. The fit statistics show that using GPS tracking data alone allows for sufficient POD results with both the final (IGS) and the rapid (IGR) GPS orbits. The residual plots for the accepted GPS observations, Figure 1and 
JASON-1 residual (mm) plot for accepted GPS (IGS) carrier phase observations for arc #1. The different colors denote which GPS satellite is providing the tracking data point.
The addition of the SLR data does not significantly change the residuals of the GPS measurements. The sparseness and the low quantity of the SLR measurements, as seen in Figure 3 , and along with their relative weighting means the GPS measurements dominate the solution. The same is true when DORIS measurements are used in place of GPS. The large difference in the number of SLR observations from the GPS observations and the long stretches of time between passes can easily be seen in Figure 3 . As discussed, the SLR measurements are few and sparse, as seen in Figure 3 . The large intervals of time between the measurement points allow for the orbit solution to have large deviations from the true orbit in long periods without observations. Therefore, only a comparison to a reference orbit will determine if this solution truly provides a good fit. The data availability of all three tracking systems does not provide much improvement to the orbit solution. The addition of DORIS measurements does not significantly change the fit of the orbit solution.
Given the results it can be concluded that using GPS as the primary tracking data is a viable solution for future satellites when comparing it to other traditional methods.
JASON-1 Arc Overlaps
The arcs' overlap RMS is an indication of the internal orbit solution accuracy and also of the stability of the solution across consecutive arcs. The POD orbit solution used in this comparison is the orbit created using the full set of possible tracking measurements. The RMS values of differences are calculated over the 1-day overlap midway between the arcs. 
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The small RMS values in every component indicate that the orbit arcs have good internal consistency. This means that the focusPOD software converges to the same orbit solution for identical intervals of tracking data regardless of the information before or after that interval demonstrating the stability of consecutive solutions. This consistency is very useful for merging orbit solutions from consecutive arcs creating longer orbit files than the arc lengths themselves, highly valuable since the arc length comparison shows that shorter lengths are favorable. Good orbit overlaps are a must in the assessment of the orbit determination accuracy.
JASON-1 External Comparison
The focusPOD solution is evaluated by performing a three-way comparison to the POD solutions from the Goddard Space Flight Center (GFSC) and the University of Texas's Center for Space Research (CSR). The focusPOD solution is compared separately to each of the external solutions and then the two external sources are compared to each other. This comparison is used for relative assessment and validation of the POD solutions. The results in Table 6 indicate that the focusPOD is on the same order of accuracy as the GSFC and CSR solutions. The GSFC and CSR external orbits are within ~1 cm RMS in the radial direction of each other. Therefore, our orbit solution is validated by also being within ~1 cm RMS in the radial direction of the two external orbits as well. Figure 4 shows our orbit solution comparison with the GSFC orbit solution. Each of the tracking data combinations was compared to the GSFC solution to explore which set of data yield the best comparison. In general, the solutions utilizing the GPS tracking data produce the best comparison. This is not surprising since it is assumed that the GSFC orbit was also produced using the GPS measurements in the orbit determination as well. Note that as expected the SLR only solution compares poorly with the GSFC solution although the solution itself had a good RMS. This is caused by the sparseness of SLR data, as seen in Figure 3 , allowing for a less accurate orbit fit during non observed intervals of time. The DORIS only solution has the advantage of the continuous measurements but might benefit from a Helmert transformation.
JASON-1 Reference Orbit Comparison
The reference orbit is assumed to be the orbit solution using only GPS tracking data and the IGS final orbits for the GPS satellites. The following table shows the comparison of other tracking combination solutions to this reference orbit for comparison: The best comparison to the reference orbit is with the solution generated using the final GPS orbit products and the SLR tracking measurements. This is not a surprise considering that the SLR measurements have been shown to be sparse and relatively few compared to the dominating GPS measurements. The cases employing the final orbit solution (IGS) for the GPS orbits compares better to the reference orbit in general when the carrier phase measurement it included. However, the rapid orbits perform similarly to the final orbits and no not show a significant degradation of the solution.
B. CHAMP 1. CHAMP Tracking Data Subsets
Since we have seen in the JASON-1 results that the solution benefits from including the GPS measurements, the objective of this test is to analyze the effect of a small loss of accuracy in the GPS orbits due to processing the rapid solution orbits and clocks on the orbit accuracy. This represents a scenario with moderate near-real time demand which would incorporate the rapid GPS constellation solutions. This test considers the best tracking case where the receivers onboard CHAMP are providing full GPS and SLR tracking data as well as GPS alone. Note that in general, both types of GPS orbits result in similar residuals, all producing acceptable results for a POD orbit solution. Therefore use of the rapid orbits instead of the final will not significantly affect the performance of the orbit determination for a time constrained orbit determination.
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However, as with the JASON spacecraft, the final orbits produce smaller residuals for the GPS measurements. The larger SLR residuals for the final orbits are most likely due to the relative weighting of the measurements favoring the GPS measurements and the higher volume of GPS measurements dominating the solution. The fit statistics show that GPS tracking data provides comparable results to the GPS and SLR tracking data with both the final (IGS) and the rapid (IGR) GPS orbits. Even the final IGS orbit solutions taken at a reduced rate of 5 minutes produce acceptable results. This reduced rate should significantly reduce the processing time without losing much accuracy in the solution. These results follow the same trends as seen in the JASON-1 test cases and also indicate that GPS could be used as the primary tracking system onboard a spacecraft with a backup or secondary SLR laser retro reflector used for orbit validation.
CHAMP Arc Overlaps
As with the JASON-1 test cases, the arc overlap RMS are examined to indicate internal orbit accuracy and also of the stability of the orbit solution across consecutive arcs. Considered in this comparison is the most favorable tracking data scenario: GPS+SLR. The RMS values are calculated over the midpoint 1-hour overlap of the two arcs. Since the focusPOD fine pointing attitude mode was used in place of actual attitude quaternions, the overlap RMS values are, in general, higher than what was seen for the JASON-1 spacecraft. The main reason for this compared to the JASON case is that the local high frequency effects are more relevant at the much lower CHAMP altitude. This is consistent with the lower orbit determination accuracy expected for CHAMP where the dynamics and measurement modeling is more difficult due the very low orbit altitude.
CHAMP External Comparison
The objective of this test is to validate the reference orbit with respect to the official reference orbit provided by GFZ. Additionally, the reference orbit is compared to the public JPL quick orbit solution. These comparisons are performed for the 24 hours in the central part of the orbit determination arcs, this is done by removing the 1 hour overlaps at the beginning and the end of the day being processed. Comparison between the orbit solution and the GFZ solution as well as the JPL quick orbit solution for the chosen reference orbit (final GPS orbits with only GPS tracking data) is performed for arc #1. Since the test case using the fine point attitude mode for CHAMP, these RMS values are higher than expected from using the actual attitude quaternions for the spacecraft. Note that it is assumed that the GFZ and JPL solutions include the CHAMP attitude files in their solutions. However, they are similar for both comparisons.
VI. Conclusions
Since the JASON-1 and CHAMP spacecraft carry multiple receivers onboard, there is the possibility that at times, only a reduced set of the receivers provide reliable tracking data and thus the orbit determination must rely on solely this subset of measurements. Multiple possible subsets of the available tracking data were used as the input to the orbit determination process to explore the effect of having a reduced set of measurements and to determine the feasibility of using only GPS tracking data.
The fit statistics for the various tracking data combinations show that full set of measurements in general provide the best residuals for the orbit solution. However, the GPS tracking data alones allows for sufficient POD results with both the final (IGS) and the rapid (IGR) GPS orbits with the residuals less than ~1 cm for the carrier phase measurements for JASON-1. For the CHAMP POD orbit solution, both the final and the rapid GPS orbits result in similar residuals when the focusPOD attitude mode, all producing an acceptable orbit solution. Therefore use of the rapid orbits instead of the final will not significantly affect the performance of the orbit determination for a near real time orbit determination. However, as with the JASON-1 spacecraft, the GPS final orbits produce slightly smaller residuals for the GPS measurements. This is expected since the finals orbits are produced with the highest accuracy.
Although the SLR measurements alone gives a good residual RMS value in the orbit determination, the measurements are too sparse (less than 1/10 the number of observations as GPS) and yield an orbit solution that significantly deviates during the reference and external orbit comparisons for the non-observation time periods. However, when SLR is combined with another tracking type better POD orbit fits are generated. There are larger SLR residuals when GPS tracking data is incorporated most likely due to the relative weighting of the measurements favoring the GPS measurements and the much larger number of GPS measurements dominating the solution. The fit statistics show that GPS tracking data alone provides comparable POD results to the GPS and SLR tracking. This result indicates that the GPS measurements could be used as the primary tracking system onboard a spacecraft with a backup or secondary SLR laser retro reflector used for orbit validation.
The focusPOD orbit solution is verified through comparisons with external sources' solutions. For JASON-1, the GSFC and CSR external orbits are within ~1 cm RMS in the radial direction of each other and with the focusPOD solution indicating that the focusPOD solution is on the same order of accuracy as the GSFC and CSR solutions. When the POD orbit solution for CHAMP is compared to the GFZ and JPL solutions, the RMS values are higher than expected. This is thought to be a partially a result of the GFZ solutions uses the actual attitude quaternions for the spacecraft. However, they are similar for both comparisons. Therefore the focusPOD solution is comparable to the solutions provided by other centers and can even be improved using the actual attitude quaternions.
Finally, to test the internal consistency of the focusPOD orbit solution, a comparison of two consecutive arcs is made of the overlapping time interval. The small RMS values in every component indicate that the software converges to the same orbit solution for identical intervals of tracking data regardless of the information before or after that interval. This consistency is very useful for merging orbit solutions from consecutive arcs creating longer orbit files than the arc lengths themselves yielding a much better picture of the orbit's evolution over time.
